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If you have known me for 
even a short period of time, 
then you will know that it 
seems like one thought 
triggers a cascade of related, 
and seemingly un-related, 
mental connections. This 
past week was no different!

Just a few days ago, we were 
having a conversation in the 
church office about the 
troubling times we find 
ourselves. As we spoke, I 
w a s r e m i n d e d o f a n 
interesting book I read 
numerous times over the past 
40-plus years. The book is 
entitled “This Perfect Day” 
by Ira Levin. It’s a story 
about a dystopian future 
where individuality was all 
but wiped away, all actions 
o f t h e c i t i z e n s w e r e 
monitored by a computer and 
the people were kept passive 
and peaceful by means of 
m a n d a t o r y m o n t h l y 
medications. Even the racial 
differences between people 
had been blended together 
into one race via eugenics to 
become “The Family”. 

Although Levin’s novel 
vaguely reminded me of 
what I see in our day and 
time, my mind started racing 
t o m a k e a s t r o n g e r 
connection and then it hit 
me. George Orwell’s classic, 
“1984” was an even better fit 
for what appears to be slowly 
taking place. Please keep in 
mind that what I’m talking 

about in our current reality 
are but shadows of what 
these books are talking 
about.

Let me give you the Readers 
Digest overview of “1984” 
f r o m W i k i p e d i a — 
“Thematically, Nineteen 
Eighty-Four centres on the 
consequences of government 
over-reach, totalitarianism, 
mass survei l lance, and 
repressive regimentation of 
all persons and behaviours 
within society. More broadly, 
it examines the role of truth 
and facts within politics and 
their manipulation. The story 
takes place in an imagined 
future, the year 1984, when 
much of the world has fallen 
victim to perpetual war, 
omnipresent government 
survei l lance , h is tor ica l 
n e g a t i o n i s m , [ t h a t i s , 
rewr i t ing h i s tory] and 
propaganda.”

I’m no conspiracy theorist, 
but we are living in some of 
the most challenging times in 
recent history. After all, it’s 
not bad enough we’re facing 
a global pandemic with 
COVID-19, but we’ve also 
entered into a day and time 
when negativity, pessimism, 
unreliable news reports, 
vilification of differing 
opinions, and violence have 
b e c o m e t h e n o r m f o r 
interacting with those who 
have different viewpoints. 

Over the past months, I have 

disappointedly read post 
after post on social media 
b y f o l k s w h o h a v e 
displayed such a profound 
intolerance for other points 
of view that they have 
provided me with a brand 
new prayer list. In case 
you’re wondering, that 
prayer list is made up of 
their names. By the way, I 
won’t pray and tell, so 
maybe you’re on that prayer 
list right now! Just know 
that I’ll be praying for you!

Dystopian novels do make 
some pretty disturbing 
reading, but we all know 
they’re just fiction, but what 
we see in the news and 
social media is not fiction. 
It is a reality that can make 
us mad, sad, depressed, 
hopeless, and downright 
pessimistic.  

S o h o w c a n w e s t a y 
optimistic and love others, 
despite what we see, hear, 
and feel? 

• I don’t think we will 
become more optimistic 
and loving by listening 
to the wealthy and 
p r i v i l e g e d c a r e e r 
politicians, professional 
a t h l e t e s , a n d 
Hollywood actors who 
pontificate from behind 
the safety of cameras 
and then go home to 
their walled mansions 
and security guards.
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Across 
1. * July 4th, 1776, Philadelphia - 
The Declaration of 
Independence: "We hold these 
truths to be self-evident, that all 
men are created ___, that they 
are endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable 
Rights,..."
6. * This name of this President 
of the Continental Congress was 
the first to be signed to the 
Declaration of Independence: ___ 
Hancock
10. Reflux
13. Pathfinder
14. Cyber Communication
16. Meg Ryan flick
17. Function
18. * He drafted the Declaration 
of Independence
21. "From Within" in Latin: ___ 
Intra
22. NHL official
23. * Continued from One 
Across: "...that among these are 
Life, ___ and the Pursuit of 
Happiness."
25. He (Initials) directed "A 

Streetcar Named Desire" (1951)
27. Buff
28. Exist
29. Have debts
30. Call on socially
32. Slightly wet
34. Tasks
36. Winglike
37. Enunciate
38. "El" Ending
40. "Fancy that!"
41. * In 1783, this was Britain's 
formal acknowledgment of the 
independence of the Thirteen 
Colonies as the United States
45. Hebrew alphabet letter
46. Pronoun
47. It's seen in a wedding 
announcement
48. Fill to satisfaction
50. Jason's vessel
52. Swept through
54. Office notes
55. Treasury Department div.
57. Movie directed by George 
Cukor: "Dinner ___ Eight" (1933)
58. Myrna of Movies
59. Canadian prov.
60. Religious leader's title in the 
Isma'ili branch of Shi'ism

63. Human offspring
64. Chuck's bride
65. * "Benjamin Franklin" on 
the Declaration of 
Independence
68. Flick rating
70. Ems followers
72. * Half of the name of one 
of the original Thirteen 
Colonies
73. * Oliver Stone movie of 
1989: "Born ___ Fourth of 
July"
75. Paulo Proceeder
76. No ifs, ___ or buts!
77. Mr. Cantor
Down 
1. Breakfast foodstuff
2. Something in Return: Quid 
Pro ___
3. Loss of wages letters
4. Noun modifier, for short
5. Look longingly in the 
direction of
6. Mr. Bridges
7. Suffix to "Bi"
8. Section of New York City
9. Not yet final
10. Mr. Asner
11. Dinghy
12. Immature
15. Gray wolf
19. Marshland
20. * It was one of the original 
Thirteen Colonies to declare 
independence from Britain
24. Word with Speedwagon
25. * Actress ___ Marie Saint 
was born July 4th, 1924
26. Good condition
27. * Fourth of July 
celebrations are famous for 
them
28. * Weapon used in the 
American Revolution (1775 - 
1783)
31. * Modern org. based on 
the American Revolution
32. * Fourth of July 
celebrations commemorate 
this: Independence ___ (July 
4th, 1776)
33. Pontiff
35. * The repealed Townshend 

Acts of 1767 led to this 
event which was one in a 
series that led to the 
American Revolution 
which led to the 
Declaration of 
Independence (The 
Americans protested 
Britain's desire to place 
duties on imported items 
because they had no 
representation in 
Parliament, but taxes on tea 
stayed in force, until...): 
The ___ Tea Party 
(December 16th, 1773)
37. Greek colonnade
39. Puny Parent
42. "I get it now!"
43. Gave Grub
44. Simon Song: "___ a 
Rock"
45. * Fun events during 
Fourth of July celebrations
49. Curvy letter
51. Angelina Jolie movie
53. * American Revolution 
weapon
54. * This President died on 
July 4th, 1831
56. It'll turn "king" into the 
evasion of duties
58. Mr. Gehrig
61. * Actress-Entertainer 
Lollobrigida was born July 
4th, 1927
62. Turkish Title (var. sp.)
63. Jeanne d'Arc, et al.
66. Find the sum
67. Conclusion
68. Smart Student Society: 
___ Beta Kappa
69. Word With Whiz
71. "Big deal!"
74. Football acronym
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July 2020 News and  Announcements 
On June 26, Melissa and I 
celebrated two wonderful 
a n n i v e r s a r i e s . W e 
c e l e b r a t e d o u r 1 6 t h 
wedding anniversary and  
our one-year anniversary 
of being being in beautiful 
Magnolia! Despite having 
COVID-19 turning our 
world upside-down, we 
give God the glory for 

what He has been doing in and through our lives. 
Hopefully, we will all make the choice to focus on 
the positive rather than the negative.  Be blessed and 
bless others!   Pastor Gary

 “Embraced in Grace”

“You are embraced in grace by Jesus. Even as 
imperfect as you are, 
you are embraced in 
grace by Jesus. Even as 
you are not aware of it, 
you are embraced in 
grace by Jesus. Even as 
y o u m a k e t e r r i b l e 
c h o i c e s , y o u a r e 
embraced in grace by 
Jesus. Even as you sin, 

you are embraced in grace by Jesus. Even as you 
turn away from him, you are embraced in grace 
by Jesus. Indeed, you are embraced – literally 
overwhelmed – in grace by Jesus. You would 
think you would let the gift of this amazing 
grace in Jesus absolutely impact every single 
interaction you have with every single person 
you have every single time.”                            

Bishop Gary Mueller

Volume 2 Issue 26

Crossword Puzzle Solution - “The 4th of July!”
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Continued on Page 5

• I’m pretty confident that loving and respecting one 
another won’t come from either of the political 
parties, despite their optimistic campaign promises!

• And finally, I don’t think love, peace, and optimism 
will come by means of eugenics and a state of drug-
induced mind control, as I read about in “This 
Perfect Day”. Although, with the current level of 
hate, bigotry, and senseless destruction, it might not 
be as bad of an idea as I had originally thought! 

So, what will it take in these troubling times to help us to 
be more optimistic, loving, and hopeful, at least on a 
personal basis?  

Hold that thought as we consider the words of the 
Apostle Paul in his second letter to the church at Corinth.

2 Corinthians 4:13-18 and 5:1 But we continue to 
preach because we have the same kind of faith the 
psalmist had when he said, “I believed in God, so I 
spoke.” 14 We know that God, who raised the Lord Jesus, 
will also raise us with Jesus and present us to himself 
together with you. 15 All of this is for your benefit. And as 
God’s grace reaches more and more people, there will be 
great thanksgiving, and God will receive more and more 
glory. 16 That is why we never give up. Though our bodies 
are dying, our spirits are being renewed every day. 
17 For our present troubles are small and won’t last very 
long. Yet they produce for us a glory that vastly 
outweighs them and will last forever! 18 So we don’t look 
at the troubles we can see now; rather, we fix our gaze 
on things that cannot be seen. For the things we see now 
will soon be gone, but the things we cannot see will last 
forever. 

5:1 “For we know that when this earthly tent we live in is 
taken down (that is, when we die and leave this earthly 
body), we will have a house in heaven, an eternal body 
made for us by God himself and not by human hands.”

This week’s passage is a continuation of Paul’s letter to 
the church at Corinth. The community at Corinth faced 
some serious moral and spiritual problems. There was a 
compound Greek word (korinthiazesthai, which meant to 
live like a Corinthian, This word had become a part of 
the Greek language, and it meant to live with drunken 
and immoral debauchery 

So there’s no doubt that Paul faced some serious 
obstacles as he ministered to the church at Corinth. 

Let me remind you of one of the verses from this ver 
same verse, Paul wrote, “This is why we never give 
up.” Paul wrote this encouraging line after 
summarizing some of the many troubles he and his 
partners in ministry faced.  

What kind of troubles? Paul described them a little 
earlier as follows, "We are pressed on every side by 
troubles, but we are not crushed. We are perplexed, 
but not driven to despair. 9 We are hunted down, but 
never abandoned by God. We get knocked down, but 
we are not destroyed. 10 Through suffering, our bodies 
continue to share in the death of Jesus so that the life 
of Jesus may also be seen in our bodies." (2 
Corinthians 4:8-10 — NLT). 

Paul and company went through all of that and more 
and yet they didn’t lose heart and give up! I don’t 
know about you, but I think Paul was quite the 
optimist!

In a study published in the October 2011 issue of 
Nature Neuroscience, the researchers at the Wellcome 
Trust Centre for Neuroimaging at University College 
London presented evidence that people who are 
naturally optimistic learn only from information that 
reinforces their positive outlook. 

It is abundantly clear that their findings would apply 
to the Apostle Paul, since he lumped all those troubles 
into the category of a "slight momentary affliction,” 
as the King James version records it. It would seem 
that Paul shrugged off the misery of the present day 
because those things are "preparing us for an eternal 
weight of glory beyond all measure" (v. 17). 

The study actually suggests that many of us are 
hardwired for optimism as well!  

The researchers wrote, “Our findings suggest that this 
human propensity toward optimism is facilitated by 
the brain's failure to code errors in estimation when 
those call for pessimistic updates.”

Some reporters have shorthanded this finding to 
describe optimism as a "brain defect."

Brain defect or not, optimism seems necessary for 
personal progress. I know many of us have all been 
through some mind-numbingly negative experiences 
in life and if it were not for some hopeful optimism, 
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many of us would be in deep trouble right now. But this 
was not just blind optimism, we trusted, and are still 
trusting, that somehow, someway, God would work it all 
out!

So let’s take a verse-by-verse look at this particular 
section from Paul’s letter and perhaps we might get an 
idea where his amazing optimism was coming from…

I. Faith - In verse 13, Paul writes, “But we continue to 
preach because we have the same kind of faith the 
psalmist had when he said, ‘I believed in God, so I 
spoke.’”

Paul read the words of the Psalmist, who had similar 
problems of mistreatment by others. In this Psalm, (Psalm 
116), David kept his confidence in God despite his 
circumstances. Even so, Paul believed and continued to 
declare his faith!

 - Paul didn’t have a brain defect, but he believed in God 
and He spoke words of faith, confidence, and hope and so 
his optimism rose!

II. The Inevitability of Death - Although it is not one of 
the most cheery subjects, Paul knew about the 
inevitability of death, but he looked beyond this life to life 
everlasting! Paul optimistically wrote, “We know that 
God, who raised the Lord Jesus, will also raise us with 
Jesus and present us to himself together with you.” (verse 
14)

- Paul didn’t have a brain defect, but he knew the 
promises of God, He believed  them, and so his hope, 
confidence, and optimism rose! 

III. Regarding Life’s many trials - Paul, optimistically 
referred to the trials and troubles he and his ministerial 
partners endured as being for our benefit as the body of 
Christ, the church! In verse 15 Paul writes, “All of this is 
for your benefit. [All of what? All of the miseries, 
disappointments, and persecutions that Paul and company 
faced!] And as God’s grace reaches more and more 
people, there will be great thanksgiving, and God will 
receive more and more glory."

In verse 16, Paul simply states, “That is why we never 
give up.” We never give up because our labors, suffering, 
and even our joys can bring God’s grace to others and 
result in thanksgiving and more glory for God!

Hardships can often provide the perfect setting for God’s 

grace to abound in our lives and this bounty can spill 
over to those around us. Our friends, families, and 
others can see the glory of God being manifested in 
our lives and God will receive more glory as a result! 
By the way, this is the same Paul who wrote, “And 
we know that all things work together for good to 
those who love God, to those who are the called 
according to His purpose.” Romans 8:28

- Paul didn’t have a brain defect, but his faith was so 
great that he was able to work though any and all 
situations for God's glory and our benefit!

IV. Worn out physically, but yet spiritually 
renewed - Paul knew that his body, what he called 
the “outward man,” was rapidly wearing out from 
the many difficulties he experienced in ministry and 
life in general, but he was likewise encouraged that 
his “inward man” Paul’s spiritual self, was growing 
stronger every day. The same can be, and hopefully, 
is true for all of us as believers in Christ Jesus!

- No, Paul didn’t have a brain defect, but through 
his eyes of faith he could see the joy of eternity 
despite what was happening to his body and so 
can we!

V. Great troubles, but an even greater God - in 
verse 17, Paul writes, “For our present troubles are 
small and won’t last very long. Yet they produce for 
us a glory that vastly outweighs them and will last 
forever!”  

I like the way The New King James version puts it, 
“For our light affliction…”. Let’s look to see what 
Paul’s optimistic idea of “light affliction” might be, 
as we hear his list of “light afflictions” from 2 
Corinthians 11:23-26:  

Paul’s idea of “light affliction” includes:

• Being put in prison over and over again
• Being flogged numerous of times
• Facing death over and over again
• Receiving 39 lashes from the Jews 5 times
• Being beaten with rods 3 times
• Being stoned one time
• Being shipwrecked 3 times
• Spending a day and night adrift in the sea
• Being in continual danger from rivers and robbers
• Being in danger from his own countrymen, as well 

as the Gentiles
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• Being in danger in the city, in the country, at sea, and from false brothers
• Being weary and in pain often, and frequently going without sleep
• Being often hungry and thirsty, cold and naked
• And being continually concerned about the health of all of the churches

That’s quite a list!  How does your list of worries and woes compare to Paul’s list?

Paul didn’t focus on those things which were seen, but he turned his gaze toward heaven and the glory it would one day 
hold for all believers. (paraphrase verse 18) No, Paul didn’t have a brain defect, but he focused his attention on the eternal 
things rather than allowing himself to be distracted by those things which would not and could not last! Perhaps that’s some 
good advice for us too!

VI. Finally, Paul was optimistic because He knew… “…that when this earthly tent we live in is taken down (that is, when 
we die and leave this earthly body), we will have a house in heaven, an eternal body made for us by God himself and not by 
human hands.”

So is Christianity itself the result of a brain defect? No, Christianity is quite realistic about the difficulties of life, but it 
insists that those difficulties are not what define who we are or where we are headed when we are following Jesus.

We cannot prove that Christianity's optimistic hope is not the result of brain defects among believers. But there are God's 
promises, the historic creeds, and the testimony of those who have died believing that, “What can be seen is temporary, but 
what cannot be seen is eternal."  If the apostle Paul had a brain defect, then all of us who walk with Christ are blessed with 
the same condition.

So what can you do?

• Keep walking in faith, despite what you might be seeing.  In 2 Corinthians 5:7 Paul writes, “So we walk by faith and 
not by sight”

• Read about the promises of God from Holy Scripture!

• Take a break from social media and the news!

• Focus on the positive and not the negative!  

• Speak words that bring life to others rather than speaking death and hurt with negative words!

• Pray for those who you disagree with and love them with Christ’s Love!

• And finally, heed Paul’s words from Philippians 4:8, "And now, dear brothers and sisters, one final thing. Fix your 
thoughts on what is true, and honorable, and right, and pure, and lovely, and admirable. Think about things that are 
excellent and worthy of praise.”

This is but a small selection of things to do to remain optimistic!

I don't know what you are going through at this moment, but I do know that faith, hope, and, love for God and neighbor 
will result in healthy enough optimism to carry us all through our most challenging times. 

So be the voice of encouragement and hope to each other and you might just find yourself to be an angel of mercy to 
someone in need!  

Always remember that you have been blessed to be a blessing. So be one!       

Pastor Gary
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Updated COVID-19 Guidance from Bishop Mueller
June 22, 2020 Greetings in the name of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ! 

I am grateful to God for your faithfulness, creativity and concern for others during the current COVID-19 pandemic 
that continues in Arkansas. You have offered a powerful witness to God’s love as you have adapted ministry to the 
new and uncharted landscape of the coronavirus. However, we still have a long road to travel in the months ahead. 
Cases are increasing, the number of people hospitalized is steadily climbing, more people are on ventilators than 
ever before and the number of deaths is higher than at any time during the outbreak. 

The fact of the matter is that we are still in a crisis, and Governor Asa Hutchinson has extended the State of 
Emergency. As your Church Relaunch Team plans for a safe reopening, it is important to keep in mind the risks that 
church gatherings pose. Dr. Nate Smith, Secretary of Health for Arkansas, stated on Friday, June 19 that churches 
need to be especially diligent in protecting those who come because of the threats involved. 

I continue to be very concerned about the safety of those gathering in our churches for worship, study, discipleship 
formation and fellowship. In fact, it is highly likely that at least one person in any gathering has an active case of 
coronavirus and is capable of infecting others even if he or she is asymptomatic. This is why I continue to move 
much more slowly than other church leaders in re-opening our churches. If I were a pastor of a church right now, I 
would be doing everything possible to convince my lay leadership to wait until at least later this summer before 
resuming in-person church activities involving more than 10 persons. 

What follows is highlights of my latest guidance based on input from medical professionals, public officials, 
conversations and prayer. Complete and up-to-date guidance can be found at https://arumc.org/covid19/ . I hope and 
pray that you will see its wisdom and abide by it so that we keep as many people as possible as safe as possible. 

1. All churches must treat Governor Asa Hutchinson’s guidance for religious-based organizations issued May 4, 
2020 as a directive. 

2. All relaunch plans must be shared with your District Superintendent prior to being publicized. All relaunch 
plans must be approved by a congregation’s Board of Trustees before being implemented. 

3. Revised ARUMC Stage 2 will begin June 28, 2020. 

a. Masks must be worn indoors at all times. Post signs indicating that anyone who refuses 
to wear a mask will not be allowed to join in-person gatherings. Have a plan approved by the Board 
of Trustees for the actions that will be taken if an attendee refuses to wear a mask. 

b. Safe social distance seating of up to 50 persons is allowed for any indoor or outdoor in-person 
gathering. 

i. This maximum number of 50 is based on a request from the State of Arkansas in order to 
conduct tracing if someone with COVID-19 has been present at an in-person event. 

ii. Safe social distance seating can be calculated by taking the square footage of available 
seating space in a room (not total square footage in a room) and dividing it by 36 (which is 
the ‘safety bubble’ of six-by-six feet). If your sanctuary can accommodate safe social 
distance seating for 30 people, this is the maximum number of people who can gather in-
person. If your sanctuary can accommodate safe social distance seating for 200 people, 50 
is the maximum number of people who can gather in-person. No church, regardless of 
safe social distancing size, may have more than 50 people at an indoor or outdoor 
event during revised ARUMC Stage 2. 
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Lectionary Texts for this Week
July 5, 2020

Fifth Sunday After Pentecost                    
Lectionary Texts:

Genesis 24:34–38, 42–49,58–67;                          
Psalm 45:10–17 or Psalm 72 (UMH 795);                                                

Romans 7:15–25a;                                       
Matthew 11:16–19, 25–30 

 Liturgical Color: Green

Green symbolizes the renewal of vegetation and 
generally of living things and the promise of new 
life. It is used for the Season of Epiphany 
between the Sunday after Epiphany (January 6) 
and the beginning of Lent, and for Ordinary 
Time between Trinity Sunday (first Sunday after 
Pentecost) and the beginning of Advent.

Updated COVID-19 Guidance from Bishop Mueller
a. Youth ages 12-18 can meet using the revised ARUMC Stage 2 Guidelines . 

b. No children’s activities or childcare shall be offered. Children may join their parents for 
other church gatherings. 

c. All church meetings must meet all ARUMC Stage 2 Guidelines 

d. Worship 

i. Worship, Bible studies and formation groups should continue to be livestreamed. 

ii. Worship services should be no longer than 30-35 minutes since contracting 
COVID-19 involves both distance from infected persons and duration of exposure. 

iii. All worship leaders and musicians may take off their masks while leading worship. 
All worship leaders must remain 12 feet apart. 

iv. There will be no congregational singing. 

v. Individually wrapped elements should be used for the Sacrament of Holy Communion 

vi. All weddings and funerals must meet all ARUMC Stage 2 Guidelines. 

Please contact your District Superintendent if you have any questions. 

I continue to pray for you, your staff, your congregation and those in your mission field as you make disciples of Jesus Christ, who 
make disciples, equipped and sent to transform lives, communities and the world. Bishop Gary Mueller

http://www.crivoice.org/cyepiph.html
http://www.crivoice.org/cylent.html
http://www.crivoice.org/cyordinary.html
http://www.crivoice.org/cyordinary.html
http://www.crivoice.org/cypentecost.html
http://www.crivoice.org/cyadvent.html

